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A B S T R A C T   

Measuring perceptions of visual walkability in urban streets and exploring the associations between the visual 
features of the street built environment that make walking attractive to humans are both theoretically and 
practically important. Previous studies have used either environmental audits and subjective evaluations that 
have limitations in terms of cost, time, and measurement scale, or computer-aided audits based on natural street 
view images (SVIs) but with gaps in real perception. In this study, a virtual reality panoramic image-based deep 
learning framework is proposed for measuring visual walkability perception (VWP) and then quantifying and 
visualizing the contributing visual features. A VWP classification deep multitask learning (VWPCL) model was 
first developed and trained on human ratings of panoramic SVIs in virtual reality to predict VWP in six cate-
gories. Second, a regression model was used to determine the degree of correlation of various objects with one of 
the six VWP categories based on semantic segmentation. Furthermore, an interpretable deep learning model was 
used to assist in identifying and visualizing elements that contribute to VWP. The experiment validated the 
accuracy of the VWPCL model for predicting VWP. The results represent a further step in understanding the 
interplay of VWP and street-level semantics and features.   

1. Introduction 

Walkable streets and urban areas have been shown to promote social 
and economic prosperity in communities (Duncanet al., 2011). The 
walkability of streets has become one of the key factors that urban 
planners and designers consider when designing and building urban 
communities (Zhou et al., 2019). The term “walkability” is commonly 
defined as the extent to which a built environment is friendly and 
inviting to people (Abley & Hill, 2005) who walk out of necessity, by 
choice, or for social purposes (Cerin et al., 2007) and increases the 
willingness of pedestrians to walk in a street space (Ewing & Handy, 
2009). Individual differences are inevitable in the decision to walk and 
choice of walking behavior in urban communities, so walkability relies 
heavily on human perception (Wang & Yang, 2019). Walkability is a 
subjective concept that describes the quality of the environment and is 
influenced by individual perceptions of the environment as a place 
suitable for walking, and thus is difficult to measure objectively and 
quantitatively (Wang & Yang, 2019). However, objectively quantifying 
walkability at the street level and gaining knowledge about how the 
physical setting and visual information of the built environment affect 

the pedestrian experience can aid in the development of design strate-
gies for walkable neighborhoods (Arellana et al., 2020). 

With the rapid development of mapping services, the large-scale 
quantitative measurement of walkability from street view images 
(SVIs) based on computer vision technology has become a trend in the 
era of big data (Arellana et al., 2020; Blečić et al., 2018; Fan et al., 2018; 
Ki & Lee, 2021; Li et al., 2020; Wang & Yang, 2019; Zhou et al., 2019). 
Because visual information is the cornerstone of human perception of 
the environment, a visual walkability and visual walkability index based 
on SVIs has been proposed as a measure of pedestrian psychological and 
subjective comfort, which can be approximated from psychological 
greenery, visual crowdedness, outdoor enclosures, and visual pavement 
(Zhou et al., 2019). However, calculations that quantify the physical 
characteristics of these streetscape images are hardly representative of 
subjective on-site perceptions for visual walkability (Li et al., 2020). 
Therefore, methods are needed for measuring visual walkability 
perception (VWP) and exploring its relationship with visual elements of 
the street built environment. 

In early studies, one approach taken by many urban designers and 
researchers was to conduct interviews and observe walking activities to 
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find connections between physical appearance and walking behavior 
based on logical reasoning, thus measuring walkability subjectively 
rather than quantitatively (Saadi et al., 2022; Wang & Yang, 2019). In 
another approach, many indices for evaluating walkability have been 
created, each containing some terminology related to walkability in 
tools or checklists to assess walkability in pedestrian environments 
through field surveys and questionnaires (Campisi et al., 2021; Wang & 
Yang, 2019). These environmental audits and subjective evaluation 
methods have obvious advantages in terms of approximating reality but 
have limitations in terms of cost, time, and measurement scale. Further, 
their validity is difficult to verify in controlled experiments. 

In recent years, computer-aided auditing methods based on natural 
SVIs have emerged and are capable of objectively auditing a large 
number of walkability-related streetscape elements (Blečić et al., 2018), 
mitigating the shortcomings of previous manual evaluations with 
insufficient sample size and making it easy to apply the methods for 
comparisons across cities (Li et al., 2020). However, these methods have 
gaps in capturing and visually revealing real on-site walkability per-
ceptions (Kim & Lee, 2022). For example, some perceptions that require 
a sense of space and similar levels of realism such as human scale, en-
closures are hard to be experienced on browser-based auditing of natural 
SVIs. Meanwhile, due to the limitation of natural SVI camera angles, it is 
difficult to avoid different perceptual evaluation results corresponding 
to multiple natural SVIs with different perspectives at the same location. 
In addition, due to the opaque working mechanism of deep neural 
network models, ordinary urban planners and designers do not have 
access to the computer’s internal process for making decisions, 
increasing the difficulty of building trust and promoting the computer 
model’s output, especially when faced with tasks involving subjective 
perceptions such as visual walkability that are inherently difficult to 
interpret and verify (Guidotti et al., 2018; Ibrahim et al., 2019). 

Virtual reality (VR) technologies and deep convolutional neural 
network (DCNN)-based deep learning algorithms overcome the limita-
tions of previous approaches and show great potential in visual walk-
ability perception studies. Immersion in a street environment consisting 
of 360-degree SVIs through a head-mounted VR device is more cost 
effective and has feasibility and effectiveness close to that of on-site 
perception audits (Kim & Lee, 2022; Lee & Kim, 2021). DCNN-based 
image classification can measure, classify, and predict VWP based on 
the deep features of panoramic SVIs on a large scale (Hu et al., 2020), 
and a semantic segmentation algorithm can be used for batch analysis of 
the elemental share of SVIs (Yin & Wang, 2016), which is necessary for 
quantifying the relationship between the built environment and VWP 
(Li et al., 2022). Interpretable artificial intelligence provides an interface 
between designers and computer-aided decision models for VWP met-
rics, which helps us to understand, learn, and validate the decision 
process of VWP measurement models (Min et al., 2020). 

In the present study, a data-driven deep learning framework is con-
structed for VR-based VWP measurement with panoramic SVIs. Our 
research objectives are to (1) propose a VR-based pairwise comparison 
approach for VWP scoring in six categories, namely, walkable, feasi-
bility, accessibility, safety, comfort, and pleasurability; (2) design a VWP 
classification deep multitask learning (VWPCL) model with a tailored 
dataset; (3) use a stepwise multiple linear-regression model to analyze 
the relationship between object ratios and VWP scores obtained by se-
mantic segmentation of panoramic SVIs from a macroscale perspective; 
(4) visualize the objects contributing to the VWP evaluation using 
interpretable deep learning from a microscale perspective; and (5) 
validate the effectiveness of our VWPCL model and its interpretable 
deep learning results. 

Our main contributions described in this paper can be summarized as 
follows: 

• A VR panoramic-based deep learning framework for VWP measure-
ment was proposed. This is a new paradigm for observing, 
perceiving, auditing, and understanding the street built environment 

features and subjective visual perceptions based on the big data of 
panoramic SVIs. Compared to browser-based evaluation, immersive 
VR visualization helped raters make evaluations that were close to 
their real on-site perceptions. In addition, the VR panorama-based 
audit also solved the scoring bias of the natural SVIs based on 
different views of the same location with more consistent results.  

• A VWPCL model based on DCNN was trained to classify and predict 
VMP evaluation results and verified with on-site auditing results. 
Furthermore, a tailored image dataset for training VMP classifiers 
was built.  

• The association between the street visual elements and each specific 
visual walkability perception was explored using multiple linear 
regression. In addition, we applied a Grad-CAM model to visualize 
the saliency areas of each VWP category and evaluated the consis-
tency of the contributing visual elements identified in the question-
naire with the activation heat map of the deep learning model. 
Overall, these two methods provide both macro- and micro-scale 
perspectives for observing and interpreting the relationship be-
tween VWP and the elements of a street built environment. 

The rest of this manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews 
related work and Section 3 explains the framework and steps of our 
research method. Section 4 describes the experiment and the results of 
our proposed methods and method verification. Section 5 summarizes 
our findings and contributions and discusses the limitations and future 
work, and Section 6 provides concluding remarks. 

2. Related work 

2.1. Visual walkability perception 

Over the past several decades, walkability has been of research in-
terest in the fields of urban design, transport, and public health. Walk-
ability describes the extent to which a street’s environment and form 
support and encourage walking (Southworth, 2005). Walkability is a 
concept involving subjective perception that is difficult to quantify, but 
there have been many attempts to evaluate walkability quantitatively 
from multiple aspects (Aghaabbasi et al., 2018; Chan et al., 2021; 
Ortega et al., 2021; Yameqani & Alesheikh, 2019), though no consensus 
has yet been reached. Li et al. (2020) divided street walkability into 
physical walkability and perceived walkability and investigated the 
extent to which physical walkability is representative of perceived 
walkability. Alfonzo (2005) proposed a hierarchy of walking needs as a 
subjective walkability evaluation index, which represents the precursors 
to the process of deciding to walk. Zhou et al. (2019) first introduced the 
concept of visual walkability based on SVIs and proposed a visual 
walkability index as a quantitative indicator for visual walkability 
evaluation. The overall walking behavior generally evokes a combina-
tion of visual and non-visual perceptions, influenced by the built envi-
ronment, weather, and human behavior. In the present paper, VWP 
refers to whether the built environment of a neighborhood visually en-
courages people to walk, with an emphasis on the influence of visual 
elements on walking intentions. 

Inspired by Alfonzo (2005), VWP consists of one visual walkable 
indicator and a hierarchy of five visual indicators of walking needs, 
namely, feasibility, accessibility, safety, comfort, and pleasurability. In 
other words, the street-level VWP has six categories. The visual walkable 
indicator describes the overall visual impression of whether a location is 
supportive of walking. Feasibility indicates the incentive factors for the 
occurrence of walking, which can be affected by types of land use and 
diversity of facilities. Accessibility refers to visible barriers to walking, 
such as dead-end streets and restricted access. Safety describes whether 
a street space appears safe from crime and traffic accidents. This is 
related to visual factors such as graffiti, litter, and abandoned buildings. 
Comfort, which describes whether the street space improves the 
pedestrian walking experience, is associated with street furniture, 
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sidewalk width, urban design amenities, and barrier-free facilities. 
Pleasurability measures the level of appeal, typically meaning the extent 
to which public spaces are diverse, lively, enjoyable, and interesting to 
walk in. Fig. 1 shows how the key visual factors were screened for 
measuring VWP in the hierarchy of walking needs. 

2.2. Panoramic SVIs and virtual-reality-based visual perception 

The extensive availability of SVIs has become one of the primary data 
sources in urban research to study how the physical and objective at-
tributes of streets affect peoples’ subjective perceptions (Zhang et al., 
2021). Fully open-access SVI data provide high-resolution, real-world, 
street-level image data for visual perception studies of urban street built 
environments (He & Li, 2021). Construction of an SVI database is cost 
effective with a straightforward workflow. Several studies have 
attempted to establish a link between SVI and peoples’ subjective per-
ceptions using street view scoring (Li et al., 2015), using such indicators 
of perceptual assessment as beautiful, lively, safe, wealthy, boring, and 
depressing (Salesses et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2018) and beautiful, quiet, 
and pleasant (Quercia et al., 2014). The natural SVIs used in these 
studies provide an approximate view of pedestrians, but they have dif-
ficulty in demonstrating a sense of reality and space in the actual built 
environment of the street (Kim & Lee, 2022). 

VR technology with panoramic SVIs provides a virtual world of street 
built environments where pedestrians can be immersed in, present in, 
and interactive with the street environment (Bellazzi et al., 2022). 
High-resolution panoramic SVIs from a street view service have 
consistent and controlled quality in image processing for VR prepara-
tion. The mobile-based head-mounted display (HMD) with motion 
sensors allows users to have a 360-degree view of the virtual world and 
greatly increases the realism and presence of the VR street view envi-
ronment. This helps participants to meticulously capture multi-level 
information of the street view environment and make subjective 
perceptual judgments that closely reflect the real environment. A 
VR-based cityscape visual analytics system has been built to collect and 
analyze perceptual data on visual attention (Zhang & Zhang, 2021). 
Some scholars have attempted to explore residents’ perceptions of the 

appearance of urban construction or to audit the streetscape by dis-
playing 360-degree videos of real street environments using mobile VR 
platforms (Kim & Lee, 2022; Mouratidis & Hassan, 2020). Inspired by 
these works, we developed a workflow for measuring and evaluating 
VWP based on immersive VR and panoramic SVI. 

2.3. DCNN-based deep learning methods using SVIs to measure and 
interpret VWP 

Recent advances in DCNN-based deep learning technology on SVIs, 
including image classification, semantic segmentation, and interpret-
able methods, have opened up new possibilities for measurement and 
interpretation of VWP. 

The use of traditional machine learning methods, such as support 
vector machines (SVMs), in image classification started long ago (Zhang 
et al., 2018). However, these methods suffer from disadvantages such as 
feature extraction and selection being time-consuming and performance 
being disconnected from practical standards (Rawat & Wang, 2017). In 
recent years, DCNNs, such as VGG-16 (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014), 
ResNet (He et al., 2016), and the densely connected convolutional 
network (DenseNet) (Huang et al., 2017), have been widely used for 
evolving image classification tasks and have achieved remarkable per-
formance. Several studies used image classification methods to evaluate 
and predict human perception of a street. Zhang et al. (2018) trained an 
SVM classifier on the Place Pulse 2.0 dataset (Dubey et al., 2016) to 
predict human perceptions of six indicators, which was followed by Min 
et al. (2020), who proposed a ranking SVM-based model to learn visual 
urban perception. Verma et al., (2020)0 used an image classifier model 
pre-trained on the Places365 dataset to extract high-level features of a 
street view to map human visual perception. 

In addition, a large number of studies have been conducted to audit 
the street built environment using DCNN-based semantic segmentation 
of SVIs and interpret the association between street-level physical 
components and human perceptions (Ma et al., 2021; Quercia et al., 
2014; Tang & Long, 2019; Yao et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2018). In these 
studies, semantic segmentation is usually first used to extract the 
physical components of the street from millions of SVIs, and then urban 

Fig. 1. Visual factors in the hierarchy of walking needs.  
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perception analysis is implemented through a scoring system. Deep-
Lab-v3+ (Chen et al., 2018) is one of the high-accuracy semantic seg-
mentation model that uses atrous convolution layers and a simple 
decoder module to provide fine-grained segmentation (Li et al., 2022). 

Although DCNN-based approaches have shown powerful feature 
learning capabilities and achieved state-of-the-art performance in 
computer vision tasks such as image classification, the interpretability of 
DCNNs has often been criticized by stakeholders (Linardatos et al., 
2020), especially for applications such as measurement for complex 
perception. Thus, there is an urgent need for stakeholders to find a way 
to understand and explain how DCNNs learn, why classification DCNNs 
predict what they predict, and whether the decisions they make are 
reliable (Fu et al., 2020). This is because these image classification 
networks often appear to be complex black boxes with a large number of 
uninterpretable parameters (Chen et al., 2020). 

For models with complex results, such as DCNNs, many classical post 
hoc interpretation methods have been proposed in order to explain the 
working mechanism, decision behavior, and decision basis for a given 

trained learning model using interpretation methods or constructing 
interpretation models (Du et al., 2019). A local interpretation method 
can aid in understand the decision process and decision basis of the 
learning model for each particular input sample by analyzing the 
contribution of each dimensional feature of the input sample to the final 
decision outcome of the model (Guidotti et al., 2018). Classical local 
interpretation methods have been proposed, such as sensitivity analysis 
interpretation (Robnik-Šikonja & Kononenko, 2008), local approxima-
tion interpretation (Guidotti et al., 2018), gradient back-propagation 
interpretation (Shrikumar et al., 2016), and class activation mapping 
interpretation (Zhou et al., 2016). 

The class activation mapping interpretation method for interpreting 
DCNN models is simple to implement and computationally efficient, and 
the interpretation results are visually appealing and easy to understand 
(Chen et al., 2020). It is based on the localization ability of convolutional 
units, which can locate the core regions in the input samples for DCNN 
decision making, such as decision features in classification tasks and 
object positions in target detection tasks (Guidotti et al., 2018). Min 

Fig. 2. Framework of the study.  
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et al. (2020) proposed a multi-task deep relative attribute learning 
network for visual urban perception attributes on the Place Pulse 2.0 
dataset (Dubey et al., 2016) and adopted gradient-weighted class acti-
vation mapping (Grad-CAM) to generate visualized discriminative 
localization maps of six attributes. Oki & Kizawa (2021) discussed 
evaluation results for street attractiveness by comparing between gaze 
analysis calculated by eye-tracker and activation heatmaps generated by 
Grad-CAM from a CNN model that can estimate street-level visual 
impression. The above studies demonstrated that interpretable deep 
learning and Grad-CAM have great potential for validating models and 
aiding analysis in street visual perception studies, but a gap remains for 
VWP measurement. 

3. Materials and method 

3.1. Framework 

In this study, a VR panoramic-based deep learning framework was 
developed for measuring pedestrian willingness to walk in visual 
perception and for quantifying and visualizing the contributed visual 
street-level features Fig. 2). This framework is a three-stage process: ((1) 
VWP evaluation and prediction, (2) interpreting VWP, and (3) method 
verification. This framework not only automatically evaluates VWP at 
large scales using easily accessible panoramic street views, but also in-
terprets and validates the evaluation models so that stakeholders can 
trust model decisions and tailor the walkability detection, design, or 
renewal of streets based on built environment characteristics. Specif-
ically, a VWPCL model was first developed and trained on human ratings 
of 360-degree panoramic SVIs in a VR system to predict street-level VWP 
in six categories (walkablity, feasibility, accessibility, safety, comfort, 
and pleasurability). This approach is able to predict these six VWP cat-
egories in a new region. Second, to investigate and interpret “what vi-
sual elements impact visual walkability perception,” both statistical 
analysis of overall data and “visual explanation” analysis of individual 
data were carried out. For the former, a linear regression model was 
combined with segmentation of the VSIs into 19 object categories and 
used to determine the degree of correlation of various objects with one 
of the six VWP categories. For the latter, Grad-CAM, an interpretable 
deep learning model, was introduced to assist in identifying and visu-
alizing elements of the street built environment that contribute to 
different VWP categories. Third, to verify our method, we collected 
onsite VWP data through a field survey on the campus of an anonymous 
university and questionnaire data on identification of contributing ob-
jects from the VR-based VWP evaluation. These data were used to verify 

the developed VWPCL model and the Grad-CAM model, respectively. 
Three data sources were used in this study: (1) the VR panoramic 

SVIs with VWP scores were used as the VRVWPR dataset to train the 
VWPCL model to predict VWP scores, (2) the SVIs and field survey data 
of on-site VWP were used to predict and validate VWP scores based on 
the proposed VWPCL model, and (3) the questionnaire data of contrib-
uting objects identification from VR-based VWP evaluation were used to 
validate visual explanation results based on the Grad-CAM model. 

3.2. VR panoramic SVI-based and VRVWPR dataset 

We made VR panoramic SVIs and created a VR Visual Walkability 
Perceptual Rating (VRVWPR) dataset containing 2642 panoramic SVIs 
with VR-based human VWP ratings of urban streets. Fig. 3 shows the 
workflow for constructing the VRVWPR dataset. We first collected SVIs 
from 360-degree cameras and street view services, sphere-mapped the 
SVIs with a game engine, and finally collected perceptual ratings of vi-
sual walking ability through VR-based random pairwise comparisons by 
trained raters. 

Table 1 lists the image sources in the dataset, covering cities of 
different regions and scales. Following Gong et al. (2018), we randomly 
captured 2642 panoramic SVIs from street view services. The image size 
for both acquisition methods is 5376×2688 pixels. These blended im-
ages indicate the diversity and heterogeneity of the dataset. 

After sphere mapping in the game engine, the SVI data were stored in 
a database and connected to an HMD device in preparation for the 
perceptual scoring of visual walking ability. In HMD devices, the raters 
are presented with two panoramic SVIs randomly selected from the 
entire database, and they could use VR controllers to roam through 360- 
degree panoramic SVIs. The raters were then asked to choose one of the 
SVIs or identify them as “equal” in response to one of the six questions in 
Fig. 4 without limitation of decision time and image-switch chances: 
“which place looks more walkable?” and “which place looks more X for 

Fig. 3. Workflow of the VRVWPR dataset construction.  

Table 1 
Statistics of image data in the VRVWPR dataset.  

Country City No. of Images 

United States New York 365 
United States Los Angeles 318 
United Kingdom London 302 
France Paris 405 
Germany Berlin 335 
Japan Tokyo 475 
Japan Osaka 442  
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walking?” where the X can mean “feasible,” “accessible,” “safe,” 
“comfortable,” or “pleasurable.” These six questions correspond to the 
six VWP categories. The ratings were based on direct perception and no 
difference threshold was applied to decide on the equal rating value. 

Thirty raters (15 female and 15 male), all designers with a back-
ground related to urban design education, were invited to participate in 
the perceptual scoring of visual walkability. They made a total of 20,549 
pairwise comparisons and each participant rated nearly 685 pairs in the 
process. The ratio of equally rated pairs in the overall decisions is 10.1%. 
None of the raters reported simulator sickness. To prevent the results 
from being influenced by subjective bias, the raters were first trained on 
the main visual factors in the hierarchy of walking needs (Fig. 1) to 
establish a consensus on the criteria, and then they performed scoring 
separately. 

Following Salesses et al. (2013) and Zhang et al. (2018), to convert 
the results of pairwise comparison of images into VWP scores of a single 
image, VWP scores with respect to a specific question, Si, can be 
calculated by using Eqs. (1), (2), and (3), and then scaled to a range of 
0 to 10. Fig. 5 depicts four image examples with their scores for each of 
the six VWP categories. 

Bi = bi/(bi + ei +wi), (1)  

Wi = wi/(bi + ei +wi), (2)  

Si =
10
3

⋅

(

Bi +
1
bi

∑bi

n=1
Bn −

1
wi

∑wi

m=1
Wm + 1

)

, (3)  

where Bi and Wi are the better rate and worse rate of image i along a 

Fig. 4. Trained raters with HMD devices were asked to choose one of two images in response to one of six questions for the VWP categories.  

Fig. 5. Image samples from the VRVWPR dataset with their perceptual score of the six categories.  
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specific VWP categories, respectively; Si is the corrected score for 
image i in a specific VWP category; bi, wi, and ei are the number of times 
that image i was selected, not selected, or judged to be equal to another 
image in the comparisons for a specific question, respectively; and the 
first and second sums extend over n and m, respectively. 

3.3. VWP evaluation and prediction 

Inspired by image classification technology based on DCNNs, com-
bined with the VRVWPR dataset, we designed a VWPCL model for VWP 
classification to predict pedestrians’ VWP for an SVI in six categories. 
Fig. 6 illustrates the workflow of the proposed VWPCL model. 

In the VRVWPR dataset, each SVI has a corresponding VWP score in 
six categories. To accomplish the image classification task, we first 
transform the VWP scores of each category in the VRVWPR dataset ac-
cording to the score bands, labeled as low (<3), medium (3–7), and high 
(>7). Table 2 shows the image classification statistics of the VRVWPR 
dataset in six categories. Then, we used 80% (2113 images) and 20% 
(529 images) of these data as training and testing subsets of the VWPCL 
model, respectively. 

The VWPCL model is inspired by the DenseNet architecture and 
multitask learning. DenseNet, a DCNN, slows gradient disappearance, 
enhances feature transfer, and reduces the number of parameters, 
achieving excellent performance in image classification tasks. Multitask 
learning, a type of migration learning, can obtain additional useful in-
formation by mining the relationship between multiple tasks and has 
better model generalization ability. The proposed DCNN and multitask 
learning network of the VWPCL model automatically learns the shared 
deep feature representations among the six VWP classification tasks and 
can support classification tasks with small task samples. 

3.4. Interpreting VWP 

To interpret and determine which visual elements may be associated 
with a place’s VWP, a correlation analysis based on a multiple linear 
regression model was first used to determine, in general, which visual 

elements of the street built environment are favored for a place to be 
perceived as, for example, walkable and safe. Then, the Grad-CAM 
technique based on interpretable deep learning was used to highlight 
and visualize the salience of the features for each VWP category. 

3.5. Correlation analysis between the object ratio of SVIs and VWP scores 

Fig. 7 shows the workflow of the correlation analysis between the 
object ratio of SVIs and VWP scores. The correlation analyses were 
conducted separately for each of the six VWP categories. First, VWP 
scores were obtained from the VRVWPR dataset. Meanwhile, to calcu-
late the percentage of elements in the built environment of the street, the 
DeepLabv3+ model based on semantic segmentation with the City-
scapes dataset was used. It can extract pixel-level semantic information 
of 19 physical components, namely, vegetation, roads, sidewalks, 
terrain, building, wall, fences, sky, cars, trucks, buses, trains, motorcy-
cles, bicycles, poles, traffic lights, traffic signs, people, and riders. The 
area ratio of the 19 physical component segments was obtained and 
interpreted as color groups on each panoramic SVI with 81.3% of mean 
intersection-over-union. Finally, stepwise multiple linear regression 
models (Eq. (4)) were employed to investigate the relationship between 
the 6-category VWP scores and 19 physical components. Because step-
wise regression allows regression models to be constructed from a set of 
candidate variables, the system automatically identifies the influential 
variables. This allows for the elimination of independent variables 
lacking significance and the creation of an “optimal” regression equation 
for data with many variables that may not be completely independent of 
each other. 

yi = β0 + β1 + xi + … + εi, i = 1,…, n (4)  

where yi is the response variable; xi represents the regression variables; 
β1, β2, …, βn are partial regression coefficients; εi is an error term; and 
the subscript i indexes a particular observation. 

Fig. 6. Workflow of the developed VWPCL model.  
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3.6. Interpretable deep learning for VWP results 

An interpretable deep learning technique, Grad-CAM, was employed 
to determine the VWPCL model transparency by using the layers and 
extracted features of the trained model, as a visual explanation method 
for VWP results. Grad-CAM is a classical class activation mapping 
method that combines gradient information with feature mapping for 
gradient weighting (Fu et al., 2020). Given an input panoramic image 
sample, on the basis of the pre-trained VWPCL model, Grad-CAM first 
calculates the gradient of the target class with respect to each feature 
map in the last convolutional layer and globally averages the gradient 

pooling to obtain the importance weight of each feature map; then, the 
weighted activation of the feature map is calculated based on the 
importance weight to obtain a gradient-weighted class activation map 
for locating the important class-discriminative regions in the input 
samples with class-discriminative properties (Selvaraju et al., 2017). 
The highlighted regions of the input image are generated by the feature 
maps in the final convolutional layer that hold the spatial information 
from captured visual patterns, implying that these locations receive the 
most attention from the model during the classification process. Fig. 8 is 
the workflow of interpretable deep learning for VWP results using 
Grad-CAM. In the output activation heat map, warmer color of the 

Table 2 
Image classification statistics of the VRVWPR dataset in six categories (H: high score; M: medium score; L: low score).   

#Walkable #Feasibility #Accessibility #Safety #Comfort #Pleasurability 

H 702 660 742 408 542 672 
M 914 664 1054 980 1186 1072 
L 1026 1318 846 1254 914 898  

Fig. 7. Workflow of the correlation analysis between the object ratio of SVIs and VWP scores.  

Fig. 8. Workflow of interpretable deep learning for VWP results.  
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overlay image indicates that a pixel is more discriminative. 

3.7. Method verification 

The deep learning models needing verification in our method are the 
proposed VWPCL model and the Grad-CAM model. Twenty volunteers 
were recruited to participate in the verification, and the characteristics 
of these volunteers are shown in Table 3. 

For the VWPCL model verification, to predict and verify the VWP 
scores of new urban areas, we used the campus of an anonymous uni-
versity as an example and collected SVIs and field survey data within 
this area. When acquiring panoramic SVIs with the same image size in 
the VRVWPR dataset from street view services, we set sampling points at 
50-m intervals on each street and collected a total of 906 panoramic 
images as on-site validation dataset. However, it is very hard to apply 
pairwise comparison in on-site auditing with 906 sampling points for the 
field survey. Volunteer direct-scoring based on field survey is often used 
for perception auditing (Li et al., 2020; Li et al., 2022; Tang & Long, 
2019) is a cost-effective and efficient way to verify the auditing 
discrepancy in VR and real-world (Kim & Lee, 2022). It has advantages 
in freely changing the on-site validation dataset size while controlling 
the validation time and ensuring a certain level of accuracy. Therefore, 
the 20 volunteers were first trained on the same evaluation criteria 
(Fig. 1) with the previous pairwise comparison of VRVWPR dataset 
making, and then were asked to perform an on-site assessment of the six 
VWP categories through a field survey at each sampling site within the 
campus area based on their visual perception of walking, with each item 
scored on a scale from 0 to 10. The on-site VWP scores were averaged 
across participants. 

To validate the visual explanation results from the Grad-CAM model, 
50 images from the VRVWPR dataset were randomly selected and used 
as the data source for the questionnaire. The 20 volunteers were asked to 
evaluate the VWP based on the VR panoramic SVIs and to identify in the 
questionnaire the elements of the street built environment that visually 
serve to increase their willingness to walk there. 

4. Experiment and results 

4.1. VWP evaluation and prediction results 

The classification results of the VWPCL model based on the VRVWPR 
dataset are shown in Table 4, and Fig. 9 presents the normalized 
confusion matrices for the six VWP classification tasks. Fig. 10 shows 
image samples from Osaka that were predicted to have high scores, 
medium scores, and low scores for VWP. The model achieved an overall 
accuracy of 85.4% for the VWP classification in the six categories. 
However, some subcategories had a lower accuracy of around 70%, such 
as the low subcategory under accessibility. Furthermore, the overall 
lowest accuracy in the classification tasks was 76.8% in the accessibility 
category, but this is still acceptable considering the dataset’s diversity 
and complexity. In addition, we noted that some subcategories were 
misclassified as each other more easily, such as the medium and low 
score subcategories in “safety.” This may be due to the presence of some 

similar streetscape elements such as low greenery and high traffic flow 
in the low and medium score results of “safety”; however, some visual 
elements, such as graffiti and garbage, that distinguish low and medium 
score results usually have a small pixel share in the SVIs. 

4.2. Results of VWP interpretation 

4.2.1. Factor identification results of correlation analysis 
Fig. 11 shows the results of the stepwise multiple regression analysis 

between the physical components in segmented panoramic SVIs and the 
perception scores of the VRVWPR dataset, where independent variables 
with significant positive (blue bars) or negative (orange bars) effects on 
each VWP category are ranked and listed. A total of six stepwise 
regression models were constructed, corresponding to the six VWP 
categories (walkability, feasibility, accessibility, safety, comfort, and 
pleasurability) with physical components. Stepwise regression adds or 
excludes all the regressors to propose only significant models. In this 
study, each VWP category had several possible regression models, but 
only the significant models with the maximum number of explanatory 
variables are discussed. The degree of fitting (R2 values) for each of the 
six models was 0.594, 0.457, 0.408, 0.536, 0.467, and 0.593, respec-
tively, which means that the listed physical components in Fig. 11 can 
explain about half of the variation in each VWP category. All the vari-
ance inflation factor values in these models are less than 5, and the 
Durban–Watson values are all around 2, which means that cointegration 
is not a problem. 

As shown in Fig. 11, “vegetation,” “sidewalk,” “terrain,” and “road” 
were the top four explanatory variables in the other five VWP categories 
except for “feasibility.” Among them, “vegetation” is more sensitive to 
“safety” and “pleasurability,” while “sidewalk” is more sensitive to 
“accessibility.” These results are consistent with the previous proposi-
tion that urban greenery brings a sense of safety, affects pedestrians 
thermal comfort, and improves street attractiveness (Alfonzo, 2005; 
Ashihara, 1983; Bosselmann et al., 1999; Jiang et al., 2014; Quercia 
et al., 2014) and a wider pedestrian space increases street walking ca-
pacity and makes it more comfortable for pedestrians to pass through 
(Frackelton et al., 2013). 

The objects that slightly contribute to the other five VWP categories 
varied. For instance, the area ratio of “person” and “bicycle,” which 
helps to make a street lively (Zhang et al., 2018) was slightly positively 
correlated with the “walkability” and “pleasurability” scores. “Truck” 
and “motorcycle,” which bring traffic noise and pose potential traffic 
safety hazards, have a negative effect on “walkability,” “feasibility,” 
“accessibility,” “safety,” and “comfort.” “Traffic lights” and “traffic 
signs” play a positive role in “feasibility,” “accessibility,” “safety,” and 
“comfort.” These two elements are important components of the street 
infrastructure for pedestrians, influencing pedestrian willingness to 
walk and enhancing traffic safety and the perception of the neighbor-
hood environment (Li et al., 2020). In addition, it is noteworthy that 
“fence” plays a key role in countering “feasibility” among the most 
important nine related elements, which aligns with the fact that a 
number of actual or perceived barriers are particularly important in 
impeding the initiation of walking at the street level (Alfonzo, 2005). 

4.2.2. Interpretable results for VWP using Grad-CAM 
Fig. 12 shows Grad-CAM result samples with high, medium, and low 

scores in the six VWP categories, where the contributing visual regions 
are highlighted in the image. Similar to the results of the stepwise 
regression described in the previous section, greenery, such as street 
trees and lawns, was activated in the samples with high score results for 
walkability and high score results for pleasurability, indicating the 
stronger positive influence of “vegetation” and “terrain” on “walk-
ability” and “pleasurability.” Streets without sidewalks were activated 
in low score results for accessibility, and barricades were activated in 
medium score results for accessibility, indicating the important influ-
ence of “sidewalk” and “fence” on “accessibility.” Crosswalks and some 

Table 3 
Characterization of individuals in the questionnaire survey.  

Demographics Group Frequency Percent 

Gender Male 10 50%  
Female 10 50% 

Education Bachelor 4 20%  
Master 8 40%  
Doctor 8 40% 

Major Architecture 6 30%  
Urban planning 6 30%  
Landscape planning 4 20%  
Environment engineering 4 20%  
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traffic signs were positive visual elements corresponding to safety 
attributes. 

In particular, Grad-CAM activated some reasonable streetscape ele-
ments that were not categorized as one of the 19 physical components in 
semantic segmentation. For example, a medium score result for feasi-
bility activates store signs, a medium-score result for comfort activates 
blind corridors, a high score result for comfort activates bicycle parking 
facilities, a low score result for safety activates buildings under con-
struction, and a high score result for pleasure activates street furniture. 
These activated elements are not segmented in the semantic segmenta-
tion model, but they have an important role for different VWP 

categories. For example, store signs suggest street vibrancy and rich land 
use types that help promote walking behavior (Li et al., 2022). Blind 
corridors, bicycle parking facilities, and street furniture are important 
elements of street infrastructure to enhance pedestrian-related street 
quality, which are closely related to comfort and enjoyment (Alfonzo, 
2005). 

In addition, although the stepwise regression results show that roads 
have a positive effect on “feasibility,” large bare roads were activated in 
the low score result for feasibility, indicating that appropriate street 
width and walking-friendly street scale are very relevant to “feasibility.” 
This also indicates that the results of the stepwise regression cannot 

Table 4 
Classification accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score of the VWPCL model (H: high score; M: medium score; L: low score).  

Overall accuracy VWP category Type No. of Test samples Precision Recall F1 score Accuracy 

85.4% Walkability H 140 85.1% 85.7% 0.85 87.1% 
M 183 90.0% 86.5% 0.88 
L 205 86.2% 88.6% 0.87 

Feasibility H 132 90.4% 92.8% 0.91 91.5% 
M 132 89.3% 87.3% 0.88 
L 264 94.7% 94.5% 0.95 

Accessibility H 148 85.0% 67.9% 0.76 76.8% 
M 211 75.3% 79.0% 0.77 
L 169 70.1% 83.0% 0.76 

Safety H 81 86.0% 62.3% 0.72 80.6% 
M 196 81.4% 72.6% 0.77 
L 251 74.4% 94.2% 0.83 

Comfort H 108 85.7% 91.7% 0.89 90.4% 
M 237 91.6% 93.2% 0.93 
L 183 93.8% 89.2% 0.92 

Pleasurability H 134 88.1% 85.5% 0.87 86.2% 
M 214 85.2% 84.6% 0.85 
L 180 85.4% 87.4% 0.86  

Fig. 9. Normalized confusion matrices for six classification tasks: (a) walkability, (b) feasibility, (c) accessibility, (d) safety, (e) comfort, and (f) pleasurability.  
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Fig. 10. Image samples from Osaka that were predicted to have (a) high scores, (b) medium scores, and (c) low scores for VWP.  

Fig. 11. Results of the stepwise multiple regression analysis between the physical components and perception scores. For each pair, independent variables with 
significant effects not excluded from the stepwise regression models (out of 19 physical components) are shown. 
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explain some streetscape elements related to street scale and spatial 
sense when only the percentage of street elements is used as the 
explanatory variable. 

4.3. Method verification results 

4.3.1. VWP classification verification based on-site auditing 
To apply the proposed classification method, the campus of an 

anonymous university was used for an on-site verification experiment, 

and all the street VWP results in six categories were mapped based on 
the pre-trained VWPCL model. Fig. 13 presents the region maps of the 
on-site verification experimental area, where 906 sampling points with 
panoramic SVIs and on-site rating results of recruited volunteers were 
obtained. The pre-trained VWPCL model predicted VWP classification 
results in the six categories, and the results are shown in Fig. 14. Green 
points, yellow points, and red points represent the areas with high, 
medium and low scores, respectively, corresponding to the VWP 
categories. 

Fig. 12. Examples of Grad-CAM results for six-category VWP classification.  

Fig. 13. Region maps of the on-site verification experimental area.  
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As shown in Fig. 14, the streets with high visual walkability are 
mainly located on internal campus roads, especially on major traffic 
arteries. The overall feasibility of the streets in the verification area is 
low, and the high-feasibility streets are sporadically distributed within 
the campus. Streets with high accessibility are concentrated on major 
traffic arteries and in dense road network areas in the northwest of the 
campus. The overall safety of the streets within the campus is high, while 
the streets with low safety are concentrated on the municipal roads on 
the east and south sides of the campus, which have a tram overpass and 
high traffic flow. The distribution of street comfort is more balanced in 
the verification area, but the high-scoring areas are still concentrated in 

the interior of the campus. In addition, the overall street pleasurability is 
relatively higher in neighborhoods with low building density. 

Using the on-site auditing results by the volunteers as a benchmark, 
the proposed VWPCL model can achieve moderate accuracy (81.9% 
overall, and 88.5%, 82.6%, 71.6%, 77.1%, 82.8%, and 88.5% for 
walkability, feasibility, accessibility, safety, comfort, and pleasurability, 
respectively). The classification results of the VWPCL model in the on- 
site verification experimental area are shown in Table 5, and Fig. 15 
presents the corresponding normalized confusion matrices for the six 
VWP classifications. The overall classification results are similar to those 
in Section 4.1, with a slight decrease in accuracy. This indicates a small 

Fig. 14. Mapping the predicted results of on-site verification area for VWP using VWPCL model in six categories.  

Table 5 
Classification accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score of activity-based model in VWPCL model for image samples from the campus of an anonymous university (H: 
high score; M: medium score; L: low score).  

Overall accuracy VWP category Type No. of test samples Precision Recall F1 score Accuracy 

81.9% Walkability H 241 83.1% 81.5% 0.82 88.5% 
M 313 90.8% 84.4% 0.88 
L 352 91.6% 95.6% 0.94 

Feasibility H 226 82.2% 80.3% 0.81 82.6% 
M 228 79.7% 70.3% 0.75 
L 452 86.1% 93.5% 0.90 

Accessibility H 254 78.1% 71.4% 0.75 71.6% 
M 361 70.0% 69.2% 0.70 
L 290 66.8% 74.1% 0.70 

Safety H 400 83.1% 91.7% 0.87 77.1% 
M 336 81.9% 71.8% 0.77 
L 160 66.4% 70.1% 0.68 

Comfort H 286 79.2% 83.0% 0.81 82.8% 
M 307 83.1% 78.8% 0.81 
L 313 86.3% 86.8% 0.86 

Pleasurability H 230 88.0% 88.2% 0.88 88.5% 
M 368 89.8% 86.2% 0.88 
L 308 87.7% 91.7% 0.89  
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visual bias between the VR-based panoramic street map audit and the 
field research review, but within an acceptable range. 

4.4. Grad-CAM verification: questionnaires for identifying contributing 
objects 

Fig. 16 shows samples of Grad-CAM results for high, medium, and 
low scores in six-category VWP classification in the experimental area 
for on-site verification. Similar to Fig. 12, greenery is a frequently 
activated element in the medium and high score results. In addition, 
some streetscape elements, such as viaducts and parking signs, which 
are related to traffic flow and noise but outside of the 19 physical 
components, are reasonably activated in the low walkability score result 
and the low accessibility score result. 

To verify whether the visual elements identified by Grad-CAM with 
large contributions of perceptual attributes are correct, we collected and 
counted questionnaire results of the 20 volunteers for 50 sampled SVIs 
as a benchmark for the Grad-CAM activation map results. For a VWP 
category in an SVI, the Grad-CAM validation results of this SVI were 
respectively recorded as fully consistent, partially consistent, and fully 
inconsistent if greater than 80%, between 20% and 80%, and less than 
20% of volunteers perceived the contributing streetscape elements to be 
consistent with the activation map. Table 6 presents the statistical re-
sults for 50 images in Grad-CAM verification. The contributing objects in 
the questionnaire and activated areas in the activation heat map that 
were totally inconsistent for the six VWP categories were 14%, 12%, 
26%, 22%, 16%, and 10%, respectively. Pleasurability had the highest 
percentage that was totally consistent (76%), while feasibility had the 
lowest percentage (48%). The average totally consistent, partially 
consistent, and totally inconsistent rates of the six-category VWP were 
60.7%, 22.6% and 16.7%, respectively. This indicates that the activation 
heat map of Grad-CAM has a moderately high ability to interpret the 

classification prediction results of the VWPCL model, and can correctly 
explain most of the contributing streetscape elements. 

5. Discussion 

Street walkability has been a widely discussed topics in recent years, 
yet few studies have discussed the measurement of VWP based on SVI 
auditing for perception ratings and the streetscape elements that may 
contribute to VWP. A few studies have applied VR to panoramic SVIs to 
achieve immersive ratings and used Grad-CAM as an aid to validate deep 
learning classification models and regression models. 

The advantages of this framework are as follows. First, this frame-
work is a coherent workflow of evaluation, interpretation, and verifi-
cation of the street built environment features and visual walkability 
perception based on the big data of panoramic SVIs. It is a new paradigm 
and can be scaled to other visual-based subjective perceptions. Second, 
immersive VR panorama-based evaluation not only mitigates the gaps 
between browser-based auditing and on-site assessment in real-world, 
but also achieved more consistent evaluation results without scoring 
bias of the natural SVIs based on different views of the same location. 
Third, the correlation analysis and interpretable deep learning results 
not only provide both macro- and micro- interpretation of the rela-
tionship between VWP and street built environment features, but also 
help stakeholders to trust deep learning models with visualized results 
and promote human-machine collaboration. 

This study demonstrated the feasibility and reliability of using VR 
techniques with panoramic SVIs and deep learning methods to measure 
the visual perception of walkability and explore the contributions of 
visual elements, revealing the potential for applying these methods 
practically. First, the results of the on-site visual walkability perception 
evaluation of the campus of the anonymous university, combined with 
the inferred mapping results of the trained VWPCL model, validated the 

Fig. 15. Normalized confusion matrix of sampling points for the campus of an anonymous university in six-category VWP classification.  
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accuracy of our proposed VWPCL model for VWP prediction. The eval-
uation and prediction results of the trained VWPCL model can be used in 
guidance services for recommending walking paths with high VWP 
scores. Second, the regression results and activation maps take re-
searchers and urban planners a step further in understanding the 
interplay of perceived willingness to walk in a street built environment 
and street-level semantics and features. Collecting data on spatiotem-
poral SVIs and VWP changes, which can be combined with local socio-
economic, physical activity, and other data, will help urban planners 
understand potential patterns of homogeneity and heterogeneity in 
cities and reveal the impact of street attributes, such as what de-
mographic and economic attributes of neighborhoods are more likely to 
be associated with pedestrian-friendly streets in the built environment. 
In addition, the Grad-CAM results facilitate understanding of which part 
of an SVI leads the CNN to make the final classification decision, which 
helps to locate specific targets in the image that affect specific VWP 
attributes. This also helps in debugging the decision-making process of 
the CNN and building classification datasets with higher accuracy, 

especially in the case of classification errors. 
As described in Section 4.2, a stepwise regression analysis and deep 

learning interpretable analysis were conducted to identify the visual 
streetscape elements and VWP in terms of six categories (walkability, 
feasibility, accessibility, safety, comfort, and pleasurability). Most of the 
findings in Section 4.2 are consistent with those of previous studies 
(Alfonzo, 2005; Blečić et al., 2018; Ewing & Handy, 2009; Zhou et al., 
2019). The contribution of identified visual elements, such as urban 
greenery, sidewalks, traffic lights, and traffic signs, to specific VWP in-
dicators will directly support the theory and practice of designing street 
built environments. In addition, screening panoramic streetscape images 
of specific high-scoring VWPs and using them as a database to control 
the scale and characteristics of visual elements in data-driven generation 
of street built environments can further inform urban designers. For 
instance, techniques such as the generative adversarial network can be 
used to generate urban scenes that are considered to be highly visually 
walkable, safe, and comfortable. 

Here, we discuss some interesting findings of the Grad-CAM results. 
First, although the physical components of streets belonging to the same 
category in semantic segmentation are all activated simultaneously in 
Grad-CAM every time, as shown in the high accessibility score results in 
Fig. 12, only the sidewalk on the right side with a larger relative width is 
activated. This indicates that the pixel share of physical components in 
panoramic SVIs as explanatory variables in the stepwise regression 
model is not exactly a criterion for the deep learning model to perform 
classification task learning, and sometimes feature learning of physical 
components was used to perform classification. Second, some ques-
tionnaire results about the contributing streetscape elements differ from 
the highlighted part of the activation diagram. The reasons may be that, 
for one, people may sometimes be influenced by their first impressions 
or certain attention-grabbing features when making perceptual 

Fig. 16. Grad-CAM result samples for the on-site verification experimental area.  

Table 6 
Statistical results of 50 images for Grad-CAM verification.  

VWP category Contributing objects in the questionnaires and activated areas in the 
activation heat map 
No. totally 
consistent 

No. partially 
consistent 

No. totally 
inconsistent 

Walkability 31 (62%) 12 (24%) 7 (14%) 
Feasibility 24 (48%) 20 (40%) 6 (12%) 
Accessibility 27 (54%) 10 (20%) 13 (26%) 
Safety 28 (56%) 11 (22%) 11 (22%) 
Comfort 34 (68%) 8 (16%) 8 (16%) 
Pleasurability 38 (76%) 7 (14%) 5 (10%)  
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judgments about streetscape images, and may be unconscious of how 
other elements have an increased or decreased contribution to the 
overall perception, that is, the primacy effect (Jones et al., 1968) and 
halo effect (Leuthesser et al., 1995). Third, the DCNN classification 
model based on feature learning differs from the way people judge the 
perceptual classification of images in terms of learning. As shown in 
Fig. 17(a), the trees that played a positive role in the medium walkability 
score evaluation and the vehicles that played a negative role were 
activated at the same time, while one of the participants focused only on 
the large greenery area. Fig. 17(b) shows that the participants noticed 
only the garbage cans, which seriously affected the visual walking 
quality, while the computer considered that the proportion of harmo-
nious greenery and building façades as positive physical components 
also contributed to the scoring segment. 

Currently, in the study of the urban built environment with the aim 
of increasing walkability, it is crucial to systematically understand 
human perception of various urban built environment elements, reveal 
the intrinsic mechanism of perception of streetscape elements that 
contribute to visual walkability attractiveness, and establish a set of 
urban built environment planning and design methods adapted to public 
participation and a human-centered perspective. Panoramic VR tech-
nology can be used to improve the efficiency and accuracy of visual 
walkability perception for street-level urban environment analysis. Low- 
cost and mobile-based VR platforms, such as Google Cardboard and 
smartphones, allow for extension beyond the laboratory setting in order 
to enhance community participation in VWP evaluation and street 
design research. In addition, combined with the proposed deep learning 
approach, the proposed research framework can help designers to 
quickly conduct in-depth perceptual analysis and evaluation of VWP of 
urban streets and landscape nodes, and to accurately identify various 
urban landscape elements and their contribution to visual walkability. 
This is important for promoting the humanization and sophistication of 
the identification, evaluation, and management of urban built envi-
ronment elements related to walkability. 

The limitations of this research are listed below:  

• The scope and number of SVI ratings of the constructed VRVWPR 
dataset are still relatively limited. The dataset can be further 
expanded to lay the foundation for a larger and more accurate 
quantitative analysis study of VWP. 

• Differences in the results on the contribution of the physical com-
ponents of streets between stepwise regression and Grad-CAM 
(especially streetscape elements other than some semantic segmen-
tation elements, such as blind alleys and street furniture) illustrate 
that the existing semantic categories of semantic segmentation as 
explanatory variables for VWP are relatively one-sided in some cases. 

The explanatory strength of the stepwise regression model can be 
further improved by introducing a semantic segmentation dataset 
labeled with physical components related to the VWP audit.  

• The deep learning model used in this study for panoramic SVI 
analysis is a traditional CNN based on 2D planar images. However, 
for panoramic SVIs, the distortion caused by simply applying the 
CNN to the planar projection of spherical images will inevitably 
cause bias in the recognition and analysis of image elements. For 
example, the percentage of pixels of physical elements near the 
corners of the panoramic SVIs increases. Cohen et al., (2018) pro-
posed that a spherical CNN based on spherical cross-correlation that 
is both expressive and rotation-equivariant can be used for 3D im-
ages to better solve this problem. In future research, the spherical 
CNN should be used to establish a research framework for further 
improving the accuracy of the results. Similarly, in the correlation 
analysis, the element ratio of panoramic SVIs can be mapped to 3D 
through some mathematical transformation to obtain a more accu-
rate element ratio in the future study. 

• Although Grad-CAM provides a new perspective to assist in vali-
dating DCNN classification results for VWP and to assist in analyzing 
and discovering the role of streetscape elements in VWP, the current 
activation map can only provide coarse-grained interpretation re-
sults, which cannot meet the need for finer interpretation in detailed 
design scenarios of the street built environment. The guided Grad- 
CAM method, which can be used as an enhanced version of Grad- 
CAM, does not require modification of the network structure or 
retraining of the model, but can provide finer-grained interpretation 
results.  

• In this study, the last convolutional layer of the DCNN model was 
extracted to obtain the activation map results when the VWPCL 
model was interpreted using Grad-CAM. However, many studies 
have pointed out that it is possible to obtain very different activation 
results using different DCNN models or extracting different con-
volutional layers (Du et al., 2019; Linardatos et al., 2020). This is an 
issue worth exploring in future research. 

6. Conclusion 

The VWP of a neighborhood affects the walking behavior and 
physical and mental health of its occupants. Several studies have used 
raw SVIs to measure the human perception of a place in large-scale 
urban areas. However, the difference between browser-based evalua-
tion on natural SVIs and field auditing and the black-box working 
mechanism of deep learning makes it challenging to audit large amounts 
of SVI data closer to the actual visual walking experience, to accurately 
analyze the streetscape elements, and to understand and trust the 

Fig. 17. Grad-CAM result samples of VWP activation of walkability category: (a) A sample of medium score (confidence level: 1.0). (b) A sample of low score 
(confidence level: 0.68). (c) Comparison of contributing objects between Grad-CAM results and questionnaire results of a participant. 
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perceptual classification results from machine learning. In this study, we 
employed a quantitative VR panorama-based approach to measure 
human perceptions of the visual walkability of street built environments 
at scale in an automated, efficient, and accurate manner. We developed 
the VRVWPR dataset and the VWPCL model that can be used as a tool to 
evaluate and predict the VWP of new areas in six categories. Second, a 
multivariate stepwise linear regression analysis combined with a se-
mantic segmentation algorithm is used to identify visual elements that 
strongly influence human VWP. In addition, an interpretable deep 
learning approach is used to understand the high-level information in 
the images and better understand human perception of the built envi-
ronment. Finally, we validated the VWPCL model results and Grad-CAM 
model results based on-site auditing. We found that urban greenery and 
sidewalks always elicited a positive VWP perception in the street built 
environment, while trucks and motorcycles were a negative element, 
which is consistent with the literature in related fields. The stepwise 
regression results can reveal broad trends in visual elements and VWP 
effects, while the Grad-CAM results can reveal possible potentially 
important visual features that are difficult to reveal in the regression 
results. 

The framework proposed in this study comprises observing, 
perceiving, auditing, and understanding the street built environment 
and predicting subjective perceptions based on the big data of pano-
ramic SVIs as a new paradigm. The results of the study support the 
theory and practice of street walkability-oriented neighborhood design. 
This study also demonstrated the reliability of using VR panoramic SVIs 
and machine learning methods to understand the visual walkability 
value of how people perceive the physical environment of places, which 
can help researchers understand the impact of potential streetscape 
element features on VWP, and also provides a basis for humanizing and 
quantifying research on the built environment of streets with a view 
toward walkability and the construction of smart cities. Future work 
includes spherical CNN-based VWPCL model, eye-tracker-based method 
verification, and tailored training dataset for semantic segmentation 
models. 
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